
To: Eclipse Support Agreement & Warranty Customers 

Date: April 8, 2010 

Subject: EclipseSuite 7.1 Beta PR1 Release 

Summary: 
This TechFlash is to notify all support agreement & warranty customers of the availability of EclipseSuite 7.1 Beta 
PR1. This Beta version is available for evaluation to all support agreement and warranty customers. This version 
can be used for all CD and DVD production.  
 
A final version of 7.1 will be released after a short Beta period. Please report any unusual test results to Eclipse 
Support.  
 

Below are the fixes and enhancements since the release of EclipseSuite 7.0. 

 

• Fixed a length calculation problem that broke the rule "Track too short" 
on CD images. 

• Fixed a problem with the CD-Text Editor where it was shifting the track 
titles. 

The problem caused the CD-Text Editor to shift the track titles when there was 
no album title. 

• Fixed a problem that would sometimes cause ImageCopy not to 
shutdown properly. 

When ImageCopy is launched via one of the scheduler applications 
(IEScheduler/ImageNet Scheduler/RemoteScheduler), it can sometimes not 
shutdown properly. The ImageCopy window will close but the process remains 
running. This prevented any other job from running on the same drive that was 
used previously. 

• Fixed a problem in ImageCopy where no Verify Analysis or Verify 
Analysis Summary data was being printed. 

When printing the results of an ImageCopy job, there was no Verify Analysis or 
Verify Analysis Summary data (present only if Verify After Copy is active). 

• Enhanced the ImageVerify completion status in the Progress tab to 
make it consistent with other EclipseSuite programs. 

• Added miscellaneous enhancements to the XML log files. 

• Fixed a problem that caused the EclipseSuite tools not to retry when 
using the Plextor 820 drive. 

If analyzing media that contained CUs, the EclipseSuite tools would not to retry 
if a Plextor 820 drive was being used. Usually, the retries would be successful. 
However, in this case it resulted in a CU error. 

• Fixed a problem in the Plug-In 'CpmConvertToCSS' that would not allow 
a DVD disc or DDP on Disc image as a source. 



• Enhanced the log print-out of a CSS image. 

The Info|CSS data does not fit in the printed report and the CSS and CPPM 
columns were being cut-off. Removing the SUNR and NSUNR columns allowed 
the CSS and CPPM columns to show in the report. 
 

Download Instructions: 
 
The EclipseSuite 7.1 Beta PR1 Release software is available from the following link.  
 
ftp://ftp.eclipsedata.com/es71/es71pr1.zip 
Password: 1rP17Se9tde8 

 

ftp://support-ecl:lce-troppus@ftp.eclipsedata.com/es71/es71pr1.zip

